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1. Error G-source glyph of U+3B9D

The current G-source glyph of U+3B9D is error:

The right glyph should be ⿰木郤, as shown in original source G3-4247(GB/T 7589-1987):

So the G-source glyph of U+3B9D(G3-4247) should be corrected to ⿰木郤. Also, ⿰木郤 should be treated as an unencoded ideograph, should be encoded in the future(中华字海 page 765, number 23):

2. Disunification of U+228C1

According to ISO/IEC 10646 Annex S.1.4.2, Different relative positions of components should not be unified:
The T source and H-source of U+228C1 have different relative positions of components, but they are encoded at one code point:

According to ISO/IEC 10646, they should be encoded separately, so I suggest to disunify U+228C1 and give a new code point of T-source (TF-5A27).
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